New type of helix and 2(7) ribbon structure formation in poly DeltaLeu peptides: construction of a single-handed template.
alpha,beta-Dehydroamino acid residues due to the presence of Calpha = Cbeta double bond influences the main chain and the side chain conformations. These residues have interesting chemical features including the increased resistance to enzymatic degradation. The chain length dependent conformational behavior of poly alpha,beta-dehydroleucine (DeltaLeu) peptides in both the pure forms Z and E and their various combinations like alternate ZE/EZ etc. have been investigated by using quantum mechanical method PCILO (perturbative configuration interaction of localized orbitals). The conformational states in alternate Z and E forms, with Phi, Psi values of -10 degrees , 105 degrees /1 degrees , -88 degrees for Z form and 35 degrees , 22 degrees /-34 degrees , -27 degrees for the E form are found to be the most stable and degenerate than the states in pure Z and E forms and the EZ form etc. The repeated Phi, Psi values give rise to altogether new types of left and right handed helices, and their stability increases with increasing chain length. These structures are stabilized by intramolecular hydrogen bonding, carbonyl-carbonyl interactions and hydrophobic interactions between the side chains of DeltaZLeu and DeltaELeu residues. The 2(7) ribbon structure (seven-membered hydrogen-bonded ring involving two consecutive amino acid residues) is found to be most stable and degenerate in the pentapeptide Ac-DeltaELeu5-NHMe, due to the formation of maximum hydrogen bonds. A right-handed template from achiral DeltaLeu peptides has been achieved by incorporating L-Leu at the C-terminal or D-Leu at the N-terminal.